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¡üżĮŹƍƕżĉͩŗġͩƍĩĉͩiŗŎƍĩ 
iåƂāĮ 

Most people struggle with the issue of confidence.  We 
make a decision and almost immediately we question 
ourselves, we question the value of our actions, we 
question our impact on family, friends, society, and 
the world. We wonder how our lives can be of benefit 

to others, and where we stand in God's larger picture. 
We wonder how we can survive the storms and 

uncertainties of life. We wonder whether the foundations on which we 
build our lives are truly secure. When our confidence sinks to its 
lowest level, our complaints tend to sound their loudest. How can we 
find the needed security to trust God when anxiety makes it much 
easier to spread doubt, complaint, and distrust? Can trust overcome 
our fears?  
 

The Exodus from Egypt was a powerful experience for the Hebrews. 
They suddenly gained new confidence, optimism, and hope. It was a 
hard-won confidence, however. When Pharaoh began pursuit, many 
were ready to turn back to the tried and true. When the chariots 
trapped them at the Red Sea, many were ready to throw in the towel. 
When they reached the wilderness, they were ready to go back to the 
green onions in Egypt. When they found a dry land, they despaired for 
water. They complained. They whined. They grumbled. They blamed 
Moses. They blamed God. They were insecure with a future into which 
they could not see. All confidence and trust seemed gone.  What took 
its place was complaints, doubts, and fears.  Sound familiar? 
 

It seems like a viscous circle in the generations of the Hebrew people. 
From one victory to the next, they forgot the faithful character of God’s 
provision. They did not really understand that God could and would 
care for their needs. They struggled with the idea of trusting God 
beyond the limits of their grasp of the future. When everything was 
upbeat, it was easy to trust. They could trust when they did not have 
to. When they failed to see a way out--when trust and confidence were 
actually needed--that is when it failed. It failed, because it was never 
really there. 
Who are you trusting in today?  The Psalmist said, “Some trust in 
chariots and some in horses, but we will remember the name of the 
Lord.”  Can you join him and say… “AMEN!” 
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